The recent proliferation of large video and image databases offers great potential for gaining a deeper understanding about changes in our environment. Although increased use and accessibility of cameras has reduced the difficulty and cost of collecting and storing large video datasets, software tools that support the mining and synthesis of information from these data are largely still lacking. We present a software suite intended to fill that gap; offering a user-friendly scalable database for image and video metadata storage, mining, and synthesis. This demonstration illustrates the user interface and overall workflow when using our software in a typical video analytics scenario.
INTRODUCTION
Video-based analytics is loosely defined as the application of data mining and machine learning techniques to video data in order to extract useful information. Common examples include the use of anomaly detection or crowd monitoring algorithms on video surveillance data [1, 2, 3] . Although a lot of progress in video analytics is built on methods that work on individual frames, a growing number of these techniques attempt to harness the dynamic information that only multi-frame video data can offer (e.g., gait, etc; [7, 8] ). . This progress in video analytics has been made in recent years due in large part to the increased availability of (1) higher performing computers with faster, multithreaded CPUs and GPUs (2) cheaper camera sensors, and (3) large amounts of labelled image data [4] . Several image datasets are publicly available (e.g. [5, 6] ) that contain sufficient information to train machine learning methods that depend on single-frame input.
Although extensive video databases are publicly, they often lack the type of information that would allow harnessing the full potential of multi-frame techniques. Part of the reason why this may be the case is that video annotations are a laborious and costly process: producing metadata for one second of a typical video stream collected at the standard rate of 30Hz means having to annotate not one image but 30. Perhaps for this reason, and because video-based methods are newer, annotated video databases are less prevalent and the ones available are more restricted in the scope of their application. The software suite we introduce aims to facilitate the creation, maintenance and use of image and video metadata to foster the development and application of data mining and machine learning techniques.
RELATED WORK
A number of tools exist that can be used to produce video annotations. Anvil [9] is a popular tool used in human communication research that allows users to enter both spatiotemporal and non-spatial data, uses SQL to handle data manipulations while annotations are being performed, and allows some integration with user-defined plugins. OpenSHAPA [10] is intended for a similar use and supports plugin development, but does not offer an easy way to enter spatiotemporal annotations. LabelMe video was essentially a generalization of the LabelMe image annotation tool but doesn't appear to be maintained anymore [11] . VATIC [12] is a software that can harness Amazon Mechanical Turk to crowd-source batch annotation jobs where annotations correspond to tracks of bounding boxes. VATIC uses the Hungarian algorithm in order to aggregate tracks produced by different annotators, but still requires an additional level of quality control to ensure (1) the quality of tracks produced by the multiple annotators and (2) the appropriate matching of tracks as performed by the Hungarian algorithm.
The above tools suffer from the following shortcomings:
1. Weak database integration. This means that there is no easy way to accumulate, maintain, and modify large sets of metadata as the latter often ends up in different locations and formats, sometimes partially duplicated.
Limited extensibility.
Modifying the tools to produce custom spatiotemporal annotations (e.g., keypoints, polygons) requires a lot of work.
DESIGN PRINCIPLES
The software developed aims to alleviate the above problems while offering additional capabilities to facilitate scaling up to larger datasets and making the process of annotating less difficult. Figure 1 illustrates a typical workflow involving the various components of the system. Accordingly, a user enters metadata through a GUI linked to a database. The stored metadata can then be queried through filters -a light-weight code interface -that link against the same database in order to be used in applicationspecific code. Although this workflow is rather simple, several key design factors contribute to make our implementation particularly useful for tasks that require video-and image-based analytics:
1. Scalability. The implementation relies on a modern document database that supports horizontal scaling (i.e. dividing data into shards), facilitates splitting and merging data across databases as well as remote access.
2. Extensibility. Two factors contribute toward making the implementation extensible: the use of a schema-less, NoSQL database system, and support for user-defined plugins in the GUI component for spatiotemporal annotations. Basic plugins allow easily entering the typical bounding box annotations available in VATIC software, object contours available in the LabelME video tool, text annotations available in OpenSHAPA and Anvil, as well as object keypoints -that can be used to train object detectors [14] -and event annotations.
3. Increased Processing Speed. The user interface also incorporates features meant to accelerate the production of spatiotemporal annotations. These features include interpolation between frames, use of custom detectors, and fast navigation even in long, high-resolution movies.
4. Video-based schema. Although NoSQL databases make few constraints on the data schema, we constrain the schema to make storing and querying operations efficient for video metadata. In particular, we implement a set of requirements identified in [13] as critical for video metadata schemes, and further complement it with one additional requirement, namely, the grouping of observations into observation types.
5. Compatibility with image sources. The software can also be used to handle image (i.e. single-frame) metadata. 
SUMMARY
In this demonstration we present a software suite for large-scale video-and image-based analytics. It is designed to make video and image processing more efficient mine, analyze, and integrate with other types of data.
